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You know nothing. Even to play soccer, you think you know how to play, but you do not 
know. You don’t know how to love either. You have learned nothing. That’s pretty much 
when it starts. 

Notes of intention 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Argument  
Finale of the Europe Cup of soccer. At the end of the second half-time, in the cloakrooms 
before the extra time, a trainer delivers ultimate advice to his players and exhorts them to 
do the “right play". From technical critics to metaphysical digressions, the speech soon 
extends beyond its subject when comes to get involved chronicle of the break up of the 
narrator with a certain Julie. 

Dramaturgic proposal 
This adaptation for the theater of François Bégaudeau's novel emphasises the solitary 
figure of a man who summons -as in " Notes from the Underground " by Dostoïevski- an 
imaginary public, the court of its consciousness in a way, allowing him to relive the painful 
episode of a separation. 
We are not here in a cloakroom of a stadium but in a mental space, where the complex 
path of the character’s though unfolds and where he develops an imaginary 
communication with the ghost of the one he once loved -and lost. 
Alone seating on his stool a mug in his hand, he addresses his television screen which 
vomits non-stop images of a sick society, glorifying its winners and finishing its losers, and 
from which appear at times under its hallucinated look the face and the voice of beloved 
Julie.  

It is a "man of system" because he is afraid of his violence, but also by political 
conviction. So he speaks continuously: the system contains the violence and transforms it 
into project of play. 

A talk with director Fabrice Michel 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did you discover this text ? 

I had read previously " A democrat: Mick Jagger " and I had been seduced by the 
language of the author. Later I had just stopped re-reading “The Castaway” by Thomas 
Bernhard when I plunged into “Jouer Juste”. I saw at once in this narrator a twin figure of 
that of Bernhard's novel: the “sinker”. A filiation. Which goes back to Dostoïevski and his 



" Notes of the Underground". The soccer argument made the character at the same time 
familiar and mysterious in its capacity to go from a systematic speech ( the soccer) to  an 
intimist confession ( its love story). 

How did the project was born ? 

From the first reading I knew that there was there a tremendous material for the Theater. 
Moreover the text was already adapted and gone up since its release. I worked a lot as 
actor at this time and did not have time to set up the necessary conditions to take up 
such a show. And then it was necessary to find the actor ! I was lucky enough to meet 
Erick Deshors at common friends. To see his rhythm, its physical appearance, its talent, I 
anticipated that he could allow me to make what I wanted to make of the text of 
Bégaudeau. In summer, 2014 I suggested him making a reading of the text in its entirety, 
what he made with all his energy, his generosity and his experience. It was obvious for 
me, at the end of the reading, that I had found the actor to embody the unique figure of 
the novel. 

What is the text about?  

It’s about soccer and politics, love and metaphysics, an experiment which learns us that to 
lose may also be a chance in the life of each of us. 

How did the project was produced ? 

I had worked in November 2014 with Lalie Choffel on a show played in Hong-Kong within 
the framework of the festival " Project Noir ". We wanted to continue this collaboration 
which had been a beautiful artistic meeting. Lalie was present during this first reading tof 
Jouer Juste last year. She knew the text and what she glimpsed then decided on her. It is 
thus its production company TU YING Ltd., based in Hong-Kong, that produces the show. 

Propos recueillis par Caroline Ha Thuc le 23 mars 2015. 



Quote 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

…because I had understood or maybe I did not really know that I had understood but I 
see now that is was at this moment that everything went objectively clear maybe I had 
always known maybe it was clear from the beginning before Julie before us maybe it is 
always inevitable nobody has ever said that the life was just earlier I placed the beginning 
of your desertion at the time of the game but I remember having had the pre-science of it 
well before certainly without formulating it but at this moment there was a point in my 
stomach yes yes well before I see exactly when now. 
It was at the time of the first tackle of Matthieu during the first half. You know what I think 
of tackles the tackle is a skid of a auk and when Matthieu who usually defends only up I 
often cried for it of respect when Matthieu tackled I felt without formulating it that we 
dismount and would soon grant to pursue the match on the ice floe and from the ice floe 
there is nothing to take from because the space is making fool of himself there. 
One of them and you Matthieu grappled on the left wing he had deported you there 
deliberately and waited only to see you casting yourself there and sliding on your bottom  
on 4 meters towards him docile in the contact and hilarious to have pulled you in his 
lowness because you gave in you found yourself in the horizontal and I did not blame you 
but without telling me I said to myself here is in their turn now our time is consumed the 
game will continue but without us it is the end of us there has been some game there but 
it is the end of us one evening Julie said something is happening it happens what had to 
happen I said fate tragedy muck she said one of them loves me and I love the way he 
loves me it had to happen it is some love in the life it is a love stupid as the silence it is a 
love stupid as the improvisation there is suddenly a contigency which gives to smile and 
to stay in the life in trees in cars in the dogs which bark because there are also dogs which 
are barking and I do not like dogs even less those who bark but well they are dogs they 
bark I know that you would want to exterminate them but while waiting for they bark you 
would want that they do not bark but speak in fact you would want that they made just 
like you because you speak you speak all the time if you do not speak it is that you sleep 
and you sleep little because you hate the silence. 
I am afraid of losing everything to follow you always without being capable of it I am 
going be nowhere eventually and to lose everything including what there is here and 
which is not so unworthy. Here we are. 
She kept silent. 

© Jouer Juste by François Bégaudeau, Editions Verticales 2003  



Biographies 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Erick DESHORS actor 

French actor, Erick Deshors lives and works in Paris. Trained at the cours Simon (price 
Marcel Achards) then at the American Center and finally with Philippe Ferran, he starts for 
cinema in 1983 with Claude Chabrol then moves on with numerous film directors as 
Volker Schondorff, Claude Miller, Gilles Béat, Raoul Peck, Olivier Marshall. He plays 
opposite to Gérard Depardieu, Helen Mirren, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Jodie Foster, Jean 
Yanne or Jeremy Irons.  
On stage, he works with Roman Polansky, Marcel Maréchal, Serge Moati, Robert Hossein 
and Jean-Luc Révol.   
 

 

Fabrice MICHEL writer, director 

French actor and director Fabrice Michel was trained at the TNS. On stage he works on 
more than fifty plays, in particular for Jean-Pierre Vincent, Joël Jouanneau, Marcel 
Maréchal, Romeo Castellucci, Lambert Wilson, or Angela Konrad. He plays in more than 
20 movies for cinema and television with great directors such as Nicole Garcia, Jean-
Baptiste Andréa or Wim Wenders. 
Along with his actor's career he writes and stages several shows with his Theatre Cie La 
Chapelle Gokan. He also teaches dramatic art the Cours Florent in Paris. 

 



 
Christophe TOSTAIN sound & video creator 

Author, actor, director and sound-video creator Christophe Tostain began with the study 
of the art of acting at L’Ecole du Passage, managed by Niels Arestrup. In 1992 he creates 
Cie of Phoenix with which he experiments diverse narrative processes.. In a parallel to its 
work of author and director, Tostain develops a project which allies electronic, video 
music and new technologies to search other poetic fields. He staged at Café Concrete 
festival in Plymouth (UK), In Minsk (Belarus) and in Eindhoven etc… His research leads him 
to the creation of video dressing for the concerts and drama plays. 

 

François BÉGAUDEAU  author 

Writer, critic and scriptwriter, François Bégaudeau lives and works in Paris. Aggregated in 
Contemporary literature, he teaches French in college before dedicating itself to the 
writing. His first novel "Jouer Juste“ (The Right Play) goes out in 2003 (editions 
Verticales). In 2006 he publishes “Entre les Murs” (Between Walls). The novel is adapted 
to cinema by Laurent Cantet and the movie, in which Bégaudeau is co-writer and plays his 
own role in the movie, obtains the Golden Palm of the Cannes film festival in 2008). Will 
follow numerous essays and fictions among which ”La blessure, la vraie” (The wound, the 
real one) in 2011, ”Au Début” (At the beginning) in 2012 or his latest novel “La Politesse” 
(The Politeness) in 2015. 
For the stage he writes two plays: “Le Problème” (The Problem) in 2011 ) and “Le 
Foie” (The Liver) in  2012. 

Production 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Jouer Juste in Hong Kong is a co-production CHARBON art space /TU YING productions. 
CHARBON art space is a platform hosting exhibitions, performances, residences and 
shows. TU YING is a production company created in Hong Kong in 2013. It imagines, 
organizes, produces and manages artistic and cultural events in Asia and France 



Informations 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Shows : from 3 to 7 May 2016  8.30pm (duration 65mn) 

CHARBON artspace   
Unit B, 8/F, Sing Tek Factory  44 Wong Chuk Hang road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong 
tel : (+852) 2518 0035  info@charbonartspace.com 

Booking 
https://www.eventbrite.hk/e/jouer-juste-the-right-play-tickets-20607278926  
and on site everyday from 12.30pm to 7pm 

Fare 
Standard 300 HK$   /   Reduced (artstes & étudiants) 200 HK$ 

Map 

Contacts 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Press : Jan Pang  (852) 9180 0886 e-mail : jannie.pang@gmail.com  

Administration &  diffusion : Lalie Choffel  (852) 6906 2330  laliechoffel@me.com   

CHARBON art space  :   (852) 2518 0035  www.charbonartspace.com 
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